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TO THE MEMORY OP MY PATHER
JOHN ORBSON MINOR
(1895-1952)
Who demonstrated a truly Christian life.
Who taught the higher values of life.
Who helped to mold ray character.
Through whom I learned what my Heavenly Father must be like.
And who generally prepared me
To bB able to receive Christ's call upon my life.
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"And he said unto me. Son of man, can these bones
live?- And I answered, 0 Lord God, thou knowest,"
(Ezekiel 37:3)
"And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but
after this the judgment: so Christ was once offered
to bear the sins of many," (Hebrews 9:27-2 8a)
"Why should it be thought a thing incredible with
you, that God should raise the dead?" (Acts 26:8)
"Marvel not at this: for the hour is coming, in
the which all that are in the graves shall hear
his voice, and shall come forth; they that have
done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they
that have done evil, unto the resurrection of
damnation." (John 5:28-29)
PREFACE
There are some dociaments which can be read with
greater understanding when the reader knows some of the
author �s reasons for writing; this thesis is believed to
be in such a category.
In retrospect it appears that, with the exception
of my father's example, the religious influence upon my
life prior to 1965 had been of a non-evangelical nature.
Therefore, when I left the home environment to serve our
nation in the Armed Forces during those early years immed
iately after World War II, it was discovered that no solid
Christian foundation had been built for a personal concept
of life and its significance.
In those early years of adulthood, the search for
meaning in life led to the Rosicrucians (particularly the
society known as AMORC , or The Ancient and Mystic Order
Rosae Crucis), To any person who is only nominally "Christ
ian" (having been neither "born again" nor educated in the
basic fundamentals of New Testament Christianity), the
seemingly sound logic and rationalism of Rosicrucianism is
very appealing; I fell into this category and joined- their
fellowship in 1914.8.
One of the cardinal principles taught by Rosicru
cians is the reincarnation of the soul. The more I read,
the greater became the conviction that reincarnation (and
iv
its related "law" of Karma) surely must be a valid principle.
Even persons who were apparently Christians (e.g.. Emmet
Pox, Leslie Weatherhead, and others) supported this theory.
The general attitude of the professors and the content of
the courses studied in the academic situation experienced
before entering Asbury Theological Seminary tended to solid
ify the belief in reincarnation.
Por the first time in my adult life this theory
came into focus as perhaps questionable during one of the
first courses studied at Asbury Theological Seminary (i.e.,
in Dr. Livingston's course on "Hebrew Religion in the Mak
ing," in July, 1965). ^-^en it was discovered that there
was a choice possible between taking comprehensive exami
nations or writing a thesis, it became a conviction that a
study of reincarnation was practically a necessity.
As set forth in the concluding chapter of this
thesis, I have become convinced that reincarnation is
absolutely contrary to New Testament Christianity.
I hesitate to list persons who have been of greatest
help lest some are accidently overlooked. One of the bless
ings of more mature years is the recognition that both
adverse conditions and favorable conditions are valuable
in guiding a person through the educational process (both
within the formal academic situation and in the informal
situation of learning at the "hands of life itself" outside
of academic institutions). But, limiting the focus to the
V
favorable aspects, suffice it to state that my greatest
indebtedness is to my father, John Oregon Minor, and to
my wife, Ruth Irene. Directly, or indirectly, many pro
fessors have been of assistance; in acknowledgment of such
I would prefer to state that I am indebted to those pro
fessors who uphold the founding principles of Asbury Theo
logical Seminary in their teachings and living,
++ ++ -H- ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
"Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal
life, whereunto thou art also called, and hast
professed a good profession before many witnesses"
(I Timothy 6:12),
vi
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INTRODUCTION
"When the subject of reincarnation is mentioned
among born-again Christians, the reaction is more often
one of surprise or indifference than it is of interest.
Many appear to believe: "Why spend your time on a subject
that has no significance except vhen dealing with Hinduism
or some comparable religion?" In what this writer believes
to be the best Christian discussion on the subjept. Reverend
Stafford Wright lamented the great void of Christian writ
ings which deal with "the alleged evidence for reincarna
tion.""^ A reply to Wright, by Douglas Dewar, stated that
a void of Christian writings refuting reincarnation might
be due to the fact "that many Christians regard the theory
as fantastic, because it is inconsistent with the basic
Christian doctrine as set forth by St. Paul in I Cor. f .
and I Thess. Ii.:l6 f...."^
The fact that Dewar and others miss, however, is
that not all who identify themselves as "Christian" are
born-again evangelical Christians (in the sense that the
greater context of the New Testament defines "Christian").
So many are fed on the chaff of humanism, rationalism,
universalism, secularism, etc. (instead of the pure wheat
�'�J. Stafford Wright, "The Supposed Evidence for Re
incarnation," Journal of the Transactions of The Victoria
Institute (London: The Institute, 1951), I^XXxXTT, p. 79-
%right, 02. cit. , pp. 98-99-
2of the Word of God), that it is a mistake to presuppose the
orthodoxy of belief of inany today.
Although there are no reliably complete statistics
to use, it is this writer's opinion that there is sufficient
general interest for its study. The mere fact that authors
such as Emmet Pox-^ and Leslie Weatherhead^ write under a
"Christian" label is proof enough that there are probably
many who are affiliated with each major denomination who
svibscribe to some theory of reincarnation. In addition to
the estimated forty-five thousand who belong to Rosicrucian
societies, there are uncounted thousands who follow Theosophy,
Zen Buddhism, Unity, and others who also teach some concept
related to reincarnation.-^ Bishop Irving Cooper, of the
Liberal Catholic Church, states that "probably a million
people in America and Canada alone" are convinced that the
theory of reincarnation is true, adding that his denomina
tion "has officially established reincarnation as part and
parcel of its Christian message to a distracted world. "^
Eratnet Pox, Power Throup;h Constructive Thinking
(New York; Harper & Brothers Publishers, 19i+0), pp. 233-26I|..
Leslie D. Weatherhead, The Case for Re-incarnation
(Surrey, England: M. C. Peto, 19^77.
Russell P. Spittler, Cults and Isms : Twenty Alter
natives to Evangelical Christianity '(Grand Rapids : Baker
Book House, 1962), chart printed on end-papers.
Irving S. Cooper, Reincarna ti on : The Hope of the
World (Wheaton: The Theosophical Press, 1951) , PP. vii-viii.
3It appears that reincarnation and related theories
exist in the attempt to prove that each person has an oppor
tunity beyond this life in which to earn some sort of salva
tion. With this assumption in mind, attention is directed
to the proposition that the theory of purgatory, as taught
by the Church of Rome, is somewhat related to the theory of
reincarnation in that each would attempt to promise that
there is a time beyond this life-time in which certain
corrections can be made.*^
It is therefore believed that the subject of rein
carnation should be of greater interest among evangelicals
than it appears to be at the present time. Sooner or later,
most evangelical pastors will meet a potential parishioner
who is troubled by various claims concerning the mysterious
realm beyond this life. Unfortunately, a full study of
what is beyond this life is outside of the scope of this
thesis. Perhaps this thesis will stimulate another student
to investigate such areas as immortality or resurrection,
the state of the soul prior to resurrection, and other
matters concerning the soul's existence beyond the event
known as physical death. This thesis is restricted to one
person's opinion, based upon research in the Bible and in
other literary sources, on one question: "Does the soul of
Marcus Bach, Spiritual Breakthroughs for Our Time
(Garden City: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1965), p.
a human being experience re-birth as another human being
after the event of physical death?"
++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
"And the serpent said . . . �
Ye shall not surely die."
(Genesis
CHAPTER I
THE GENERAL THEORT
In any area of research, the problem of semantics
can cause great confusion if not recognized and dealt with.
Words are merely symbols used in the effort of attempting
to transfer mental conceptions from one person's mind to
another person's mind; there must be, therefore, some
agreement as to what some of the word -symbols mean.
In the area of soul movement from body to body,
there are a wide variety of words which various writers
use. Some writers make sharp distinctions in definition
and others use the various terms almost synonymously. To
tabulate every term uncovered in research would be beyond
the scope of this paper, but there are some more common
terms which must be recognized and defined, Por the purpose
of this report, standardized definitions are assumed herein
based upon concepts as suggested by Marcus Bach,
Metempsychosis
"Metempsychosis" is the term understood herein to
mean the general theory of old life returning in new forms
and, therefore, it includes the concepts of "transmigration"
and "reincarnation,"
Most writers agree that some concept of retircn of
%ach, og. cit,, p. 82,
6life is universal, A large number of the primitive religions
include some form of belief in the return of life after
physical death.
Many appear to account for the universality of
metempsychosis as being the natural "truth" which comes
from an observation of nature. It is generally noted that
the world of nature demonstrates an annual cessation of
life and its subsequent renewal in new growth,
Transmip!:rati on
Within the general theory of metempsychosis is the
theory of transmigration. With the reminder that these
terms car3?y widely varying connotations among the various
writers, this paper considers "transmigration" to be one
extremity and "reincarnation" to be the other extremity
within the broad scope of metempsychosis. Accordingly,
transmigration is understood herein to mean the theory that
the soul is not restricted to particular forms. From one
life to another, the soul may move up into higher forms or
down into lower forms. Some proponents would put either
upper or lower limits upon such movement, but many hold to
no limits; the latter theorize the soul can progress upwards
from human form to god form, or can regress downwards from
human form to animal form, to insect form, to plant form,
or even to mineral form.
Usually inherent in a philosophy of transmigration
is the belief in a Cosmic Soul which permeates the entire
7universe. Each element, therefore, contains a particle of
such Cosmic Soul. The variety as to details within this
theory is so great that a mere tabulation would exceed the
scope of this thesis; the reader is referred to the biblio
graphy for some sources that would give data concerning
such variations.
Suffice it here to note that under almost all such
broad theories of transmigration that the soul has no sex,
no particular form, and often no individuality.^
Reincamati on
Perhaps the most frequently encountered term is
"reincarnation." Often it is used synonymously with the
other terms, meaning the general concept of soul movement
from form to form."^^ More often, however, it is given a
more narrow definition; the use herein follows this popular
precedent and employs "reincarnation" to mean the theory
that a human soul returns again in different human flesh
When the great emphasis is noted that God places
upon the worth and salience of an individual, it would
appear that the evangelical Christian must view with great
suspicion any philosophy of life, any economic theory, or
any religion that makes the individual totally subordinate
to society; cf, God's knowledge of our birth (Psalm 87:6),
the gathering by the Lord of His people "one by one" (Isaiah
27:12; also cf. II Corinthians 12:114-), the value of one
person (Luke 12:6-7), and the joy in heaven which follows
the redemption of one person (Luke 15:7,10).
�^^John H. Manas, Metempsychosis : Pilgrimage of the
Soul through Matter (New York : Pythagorean Society, 1914-1 ) ,
pp. 70-71.
8subsequent to physical death.
Even within such a narrow definition there exists
wide variations in exact details. Some believe the soul
has its own sex and that the failure for the sex of the
soul to coincide with the sex of the body is a form of
punishment (often manifested by inability to conceive child
ren). -^-^ Whereas others believe the soul is without sex and
must, over a series of life-times, have both male and female
existence .-^'^ One author even goes so far as to state that
God and individual souls are bi-sexual.-^-^
The various proponents of reincarnation also differ
with one another as to the number of times a soul returns
to earth and as to the interval between lives.
^saac Broyde, "Transmigration of Souls," The Jewish
Encyclopedia (New York: Punk and Wagnalls Company, 190^71
vol. XII, pp. 231-23ij..
12
Cooper, o�. cit. , p. 21.
�^�^Omar Ebur, Babylonian Mythology or Darwin? (Melbourne
The Hawthorne Press, 1906) , p. 10, For instance, he quotes
Genesis 1:26-27 with an editorial addition so that it reads:
"... male and female (in one body) created he them."
�^Por instance. Pox states it is possible to post
pone "our union with God" indefinitely (op. cit., p. 239),
implying an infinite number of cycles for some persons.
Wright (op. cit., p. 89) refers to Alexander Cannon's state
ment that the average person lives seven times as a man and
seven times as a woman, with an interval of one thousand years
between each life. Lewis maintains that the average cycle is
years and is repeated ten or twelve times: H. Spencer
Lewis, Mansions of the Soul: The Cosmic Conception (San Jose,
California: The Rosicrucian Press, Ltd., 1951+ ) , PP. 199-205.
9The scope of this paper, therefore, cannot deal
with each variation. It is assumed that it is not necessary
to do so in order to deal with the specific question. of this
thesis: "Does the soul of a human being experience re-birth
as another human being after the event of physical death?"
Two more concepts, however, must be at least called to
attention: "pre-existence" and "karma."
Pre-existence
It must be recognized that "pre-existence" of the
soul and "reincarnation" are not synonymous concepts. -^^ To
affirm either one while denying the other is not to be
guilty of inconsistency. Whereas "reincarnation" is the
theory that a soul must exist for two or more lives, "pre-
existence" concerns the theory that the soul had an exist
ence for some time before its first (or only) life. Augus
tine acknowledged in his letter to Optatus that the question
of soul pre-existence was a separate matter from the theory
of "transmission of souls. "-^^
Although this report comes to a conclusion with a
reply to the theory of reincarnation, no attempt has been
-^Wright, o�, cit., p. 85.
16
Letter CXLIV, paragraph 10, in Philip Schaff et
al. (eds.), A Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers
of The Christian Church (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub-
lishing Company, 195577 P. 28?. Also cf. Lewis' (op. cit.,
pp. 5I4--55) reference to certain Jewish Rabbis who believed
that every soul which will ever inhabit the earth was created
during the six days of creation.
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made to discuss pre-existence except to alert the reader
that such a "problem" does exist (and perhaps in so. alert
ing the reader there might be motivation for some other
person to do research in this area).
Karma
Yogananda states: "We are all children of the King
of the Universe that have run away from our spiritual home."-^'^
Because life on earth tends to cause materialistic desires
and values to supplant spiritual desires and values, effort
must be expended to recover the lost spiritual wisdom. All
adherents of reincarnation appear to agree at this point (in
general, but not necessarily in detail), that since the aim
is to recover lost spiritual values this is a task that cannot
be accomplished in one life- time. One writer made such a
strong affirmation that life on this earth is "a pilgrimage
to the heavenly country of spiritual union," that he added:
"It is our conceit and ignorance alone which deem a single
earthly life sufficient to accomplish that purpose. ""^^
In addition to the recognition that man has a dual
struggle (i.e., that while he is drawn to materialistic con
cepts and values through daily influences as a creatvire he
17
Paramhansa Yogananda, "Interesting Facts About Re
incarnation," Self-Realization Magazine, 28:3, March -April,
1957.
"^^Ibid. , p. if,
19
E, D, Walker, Reincarnation: A Study of Forgotten
Truth (New Hyde Park, New York: University Books, 1965), p. 198,
11
is also drawn to higher concepts and values which are of a
spiritual nature), all agree that there are certain mysteries
that face man. Por instance, babies are born with varying
degrees of apparent capacities and abilities; they are born
with mental or physical infirmities; they are born into
varying economic stations with a wide variety of opportunities
or obstacles; and so on.
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal...." Thus begins the second paragraph
of the Declaration of Independence; Pox reminds his readers
?0
that men and women are created equal, but not born equal.
Reincarnation appears to correct, over a long period of time,
the seemingly injustices which occur among individuals in a
single life-time. As Weatherhead stated, reincarnation pre
vents man from excusing himself with: "Life wasn't fair to
21
me, I had an unfair deal. I never had a chance." In
other words, reincarnation can be likened to an educational
process in which the soul goes through one "grade" after
another until the educational process is completed and the
soul "graduates" out of the cycle of reincarnation.^^
Reincarnationists maintain that the correcting in
fluence to all these seemingly inequities is the "Law of
^^Pox, o�. cit., p. 23l|..
^"H/eatherhead , o�. cit . , p. Ij..
^^ogananda , P2 . cit . , p . 3 .
12
Karma," Here, also, it becomes evident that various pro
ponents of reincarnation disagree with one another over the
details as to precisely how the "Law of Karma" works. The
one unifying principle behind it, though, is similiar to
Paul's words to the Galatians: "God is not mocked: for what
soever a man sovjeth, that shall he also reap."^-^
It is because of the law of karma that some propo
nents totally reject the idea of heredity, maintaining that
instead of "inheriting" features or traits from parents or
blood ancestors, the law of karma "matches" his "karma" re
quirements with the condition of prospective parents and
causes a person to be born into circumstances as determined
by his own past lives.
The entire emphasis is, in theory, upon the absolute
requirement that a person learn all his "lessons" and earn
all his "merits" by personal efforts. Herodotus, an historic
philosopher, is quoted as saying: "... the gods sell to us
all good things in exchange for effort. "^^
As concerning the ultimate goal of reincarnation,
as controlled by karma, many writers become very vague at
such point. Most, however, subscribe to some theory that
^^Galatians 6:?.
2I4.
Pox, o�. cit., p, 250,
25
Manas, op, cit,, p, ll+ij..
13
portrays the individiial soul blending into a single World
Soul. 2^
^Weatherhead concludes his lecture (pp, pit,, p,
16) with the statement: would it really matter if I
were lost like a drop of water in the ocean, if I could be
one shining particle in some glorious wave that broke in
utter splendour and in perfect beauty on the shores of an
eternal sea?"
CHAPTER II
THE SUPPOSED PROOFS OF REENCARNATI ON
The thesis behind Walker's book was that (a) the
increasing xnaterialistic emphasis in the West is a result
of "decaying Christianity," (b) the concept of reincarnation
is compatible with Christian doctrine, and (c) the concept
of reincarnation is able to "enhance" Christianity and "give
it more sense. "^'^
Lewis, one of the strongest "defenders" of reincar
nation, stated that it is "only fair to ourselves and fair
to the doctrine" to "give a few minutes' thought" to it
since "three -fourths of the world's thinking and analyzing
minds" for many ages have accepted it and "the best informed
persons and the keenest intellects in the business, scienti
fic, and religious world have given their approval and
28
credence to such a doctrine or principle."
If the "doctrine" is necessary to Christianity and
if it is accepted as universally as its proponents claim,
there must be some proofs of its validity.
'Walker, pp. cit . , pp. v-ix. In the concluding
chapter he stated : There is no reason why reincarnation
and Christianity should not grasp hands and magnificently
advance together, each keeping the other steadfastly true.
Only in this union can Christianity escape its present down
ward sag. ... As Christianity had degenerated in the West,
so has reincarnation in the East, and the hope of the race
lies in an exalted marriage of them" (p. 302).
28_ . _, _^
Lewis, pp, pit,, pp, 214.-25.
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Appeal to Reason
Not that it is valid as "proof," but research soon
uncovers a great frequency of appeal to reason. Por instance,
Ebur listed four "possibilities" for the existence and dur
ation of souls: (1) Each baby is born as a "new soul" and
upon death the soul departs to heaven or hell where it will
stay forever�he stated that this idea "is too absurd to
discuss"; or (2) each baby is born as a "new soul" and upon
death the soul departs to an "Earth Sphere" or a "Spirit
World," depending upon its state of development; or (3) some
babies are born with "old souls" and some with "new souls,"
each having future existences on earth; or il^) each baby is
born as a "new soul," but death ends it all.^*^
Another author has narrowed the "possibilities"
down to three: (1) This life is lived only once and death
ends it all�he stated that "not many" believe this; or
(2) life is reincarnated�he stated that many misunderstand
this concept; or (3) "in between" these is the belief
that, although the soul of man exists after
death it never comes back to earth again, but
that, either it goes straight to paradise, if
the person happened to be good dviring his few
years of earthly life, or it goes straight to
hell, if it happened that the individual did
something which the majority of society con
sidered bad. In either case, that man or that
woman will remain in paradise or in hell
throughout eternity. This doctrine and this
29
Ebur, pp. pit., p. 5.
16
belief is absurd, utterly unjust and un
reasonable. , , .30
The treatment of the orthodox Christian position
as "absurd," as noted above, appears to be fairly charact
eristic of those who promote the theory of reincarnation.
Almost all proponents make their first appeal to "reason";
the way reincarnation appears to solve the mysteries of
life, with its seeming injustices and inequities, is ad
vanced as more "reasonable" than other concepts. Frequently,
either explicitly or implicitly, reference is made to The
Phaedo, wherein Socrates, by a process of reasoning, arrives
at the conclusion that everything comes from its "contrary
state" and "this process between contraries works in both
directions" (e.g., warm becomes cold, and cold become warm).
From this conclusion, Socrates makes the application to life
and death to affirm that, since "life" and "death" are con
trary to each other, "it is the dead who come to life" which,
in turn, "implies that souls exist apart from the body,
waiting to be reborn. "^"^
Reason, per se, cannot be considered "proof"; atten
tion, therefore, must be directed towards other sources for
necessary proof. Wright stated that his study indicated
only two sources from vjhich one can learn about reincarnation
^%anas, pp. pit., pp. 30-31.
�^�^ordon H. Clark, Thales to Dewey : A History of
Philosophy (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1957) ,PP.
72-73.
17
and from which its validity could be tested (this writer,
by the way, affirms Wright's position): (l) Either the
concept must be revealed by God, or (2) sui'ficient satis
factory cases must be found which give evidence of previous
lives through the exercise of memory.
Memory of Previous Lives
It appears that the more popular appeal for proof
is to reported cases of memory of previous lives. It was
noted with interest that the two authors who wrote within
the "Christian" perspective made their main appeal to "exper
ience" (rather than to Scripture) as "proof." Cooper, bishop
of the Liberal Catholic Church, stated: "However convincing
may be the logical arguments in favor of reincarnation, we
must not ignore the fact that its final proof depends upon
our power to remember our past lives. "-^-^ Weatherhead,
widely known as a "Christian" minister, addressed London's
City Temple Literary Society with:
Naturally men ask for proof. The doctrine
may be attractive, but can it be proved?
This is a fair question and it is not proof
to say that the doctrine is in harmony with
Christian thought, that it provides an answer
to many problems, or that it is held by a
great nuiriber of scholarly men. The answer
must be that there is no proof. Yet, when
one adds together some strange pieces of
evidence, one is impressed by the cumulative
^^right, pp, cit, , p, 81,
33
Cooper, pp, pit., p. 90.
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Then Weatherhead listed four "strange, but true happenings"�
none of which are Scriptural event s.^^
There appears to be no shortage of books which quote
one case after another of people who have abilities, handi
caps, reminiscences, etc., which apparently have no other
explanation than that they "prove" the validity of the con
cept of reincarnation. For illustration, the three which
appear to be most significant are noted in the following
paragraphs ,
Marcus Bach referred to "the story of Shanti Devi,
a woman still living in India," who, at the age of four,
began to tell of incidents from a previous life. She in
sisted that her husband, Kedar Nath Chaubey, had been a
haberdasher in the village of Muttra. Upon investigation,
Shanti Devi's uncle determined that Chaubey was still alivej
�^^V/eatherhead , jog, cit., p. 9.
Ibid., pp. 9-11+; viz., (1) Joan Grant claimed to
have been an Egyptian princess in an earlier incarnation
and wrote books on ancient Egypt which scholars subsequently
verified to be correct in detail; (2) Shelley, et al., had
experiences which gave strong evidence to remeu^^ring scenes
and details which were only explained by accepting rein
carnation as factual; (3) an Australian couple, whose story
is in The Imprisoned Splendour , by Raynor Johnson; and (If)
the story of Captain and Mrs. Battista's two daughters�
three years after the death of their first daughter, in
childhood, another daughter was born (and given the same
name); this second daughter, at the age of six (i.e., nine
years after the death of the first child), sang a French
lullaby which had never been taught to her, claiming in
reply to questions about who taught her: "Nobody; I know
it out of my own head."
19
Chaubey verified his occupation, as haberdasher and stated
that, although he was presently married, there had been a
previous wife who had died. The uncle brought Chaubey to
Delhi and, in a personal confrontation, the child immedi
ately recognized Chaubey as her husband of the previous life
and convincingly answered all questions about their past
relationship. Then, upon being taken to Muttra, the child
gave accurate directions to locations of houses and stores,
identified more than fifty persons by name, and uncovered
a small treasxiry of money she had hidden under the house in
sxach previous life.-^^
A more documented case concerns Edgar Gayce, founder
of the Association for Research and Enlightenment (Virginia
Beach, Virginia), who was born in I877 (near Hopkinsville,
Kentucky) and died in 191+5. His last words are reported to
be: "How much the world needs God todayl" Although he was
untrained in medicine and "during his waking moments" demon
strated no knowledge of medicine, he was able to enter into
a hypnotic , trancelike state and diagnose the illness of a
person in medical terminology. Hugh Lynn Cayce (Edgar's
^ Bach, p2. cit., pp. 93-91}-. Unfortunately, Bach
does not give documentation to his "details." In this same
chapter, he quoted Henry Ford: "I adopted the theory of re
incarnation when I was twenty-six. When I discovered it it
was as if I had found a universal plan, I realized that
there was a chance to work out my ideas. Time was no longer
limited. ... Genius is experience. Some seem to think
that it is a gift or a talent, but it is the fruit of long
experience in many lives. Some are older souls than others,
and so they know more" (pp. 96-97).
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son) states that the files of over twenty-five hundred
"readings" are available at the Virginia Beach headquarters
for any qualified person (i.e., scientists, psychologists,
medics, metaphysicians, philosophers, or religionists) to
investigate. Although a "substantial part" of the cases
concerned the operation of karma and consisted of "karraic
readings," many cases also concerned various internal dis
orders. He usually rendered his "services" without accept
ing fees. When asked how he was able to perform his services,
he admitted his lack of understanding; he did "hazard the
calculated guess" that all thoughts, sounds, and events are
recorded on an invisible and timeless magnetic spiritual
scroll, and he believed that certain persons were able to
read these "recordings" under certain conditions.^'^
The third case to which attention is directed con
cerns Mrs. Ruth Simmons who, under hypnotism, claimed to
have lived before as an Irish girl named Bridey Murphy. -^^
One evening in 1952, in Pueblo, Colorado, a young business-
'Ibid. , pp. lOlf-lOy. At least two books have been
devoted to his life and work: Gina Cerminara, Many Mansions,
and Thomas Sugrue, There Is A River; Bach stated Cp. 10i|.)
that these books honored Edgar Gayce with an apotheosis of
scriptural texts. 'There is a river, the streams whereof
shall make glad the city of God� (Psalms i|.6 :!).); and, 'In
my Father's house are many mansions' (John ll|:2)."
^^Joseph Head and S. L. Cranston (eds.). Reincar
nation: An East -WeSt Antholop^" (New York: The Julian Press,
Inc., 19^), p. 300. In a footnote, it is noted that Morey
Bernstein, The Search for Bridey Murphy has been printed in
more than thirty countries and has sold over a million
copies ,
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man (Morey Bernstein) and Mrs, Simmons engaged in an exper
iment of age-regression under hypnosis. Bernstein was able
to lead her back to remembering incidents while aged one
year old. In a subsequent experiment, he suggested, under
hypnosis, that: "Your mind will be going back ,.. until you
find yourself in some other scene, in some other place, in
some other time." With such suggestion, she recalled living
in Cork (Ireland) in I806 as a young girl named Bridey, the
daughter of Kathleen and Duncan Murphy, She had a brother.
Her father was a barrister. Over a series of hypnotic
sessions, it was learned that she later married Brian MacCarthy
and moved to Belfast. She gave details of persons, places,
and events from childhood and up till death at the age of
sixty-six. She claimed knowledge of her existence "in the
spirit world for forty years," which was the interval lead
ing up to the birth of present life in 1923 in Iowa. All
sessions v/ere tape recorded and Bernstein testified in in
vestigating the historical accuracy of much of the data given
about nineteenth century Ireland,
Revelation from God
Por the twentieth century man, God reveals Himself
and His truths subjectively throtigh the Holy Spirit's active
ministry in each believer's life and objectively through His
Word, the Holy Bible, Since "proof" must be more objective
Head and Cranston, pp, pit,, pp, 3OO-3OI
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than subjective, investigation for Divine revelation on any
subject (for the Christian) must include a serious study
about what the Bible says (or does not say) about it.
Almost all non-Christians and too many "Christians,"
however, are quick to deny any priority to revelation through
the Bible.
The truth of the doctrine of Reincarnation
does not in the least depend upon a scriptural
endorsement of it.... Every candid Christian
student mast acknowledge that .the revelation
of truth is no more confined to the central
book of Christendom than sunshine is limited
to the Orient .ij-0
This writer, however, in the time since a personal
new birth has come to affirm that the Bible is God's Word
and that although God's revelation is not necessarily limited
to it (it is admitted that other great religions also con
tain much truth), nevertheless it is herein affirmed that
Holy Scriptures contain the highest revelation and, in a
very real sense, supersede all other witings previously
held to be sacred. No attention, therefore, is devoted
herein to analyzing the claims of any so-called written
revelation outside of the Bible.
Lewis referred to the passage of John 3:3-9,^"^ stating
^ Walker, o�. cit., p. 193.
^�'�"Jesus answered ... Except a laan be. born again,
he cannot see the kingdom of God. ... Marvel not that I
said unto thee. Ye must be born again. The wind bloweth
where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but
canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so
is every one that is born of the Spirit.
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that it "clearly refers to the rebirth of the Soul"; after
noting that this passage, rather than discussing the fre
quency of re-birth, merely stated that re-birth is necessary
to purge old sins before entering the "Spiritual Kingdom,"
he noted that John 3:8 "is an allegorical statement of the
birth and rebirth of the Soul, and the entire process of
purification and redemption. "^^
In a lecture of about fourteen pages, Weatherhead
devoted less than two pages to Scripture references. Weather
head joins with many who state that although Christ never
taught reincarnation directly neither did He repudiate it
nor deny it. ReferriiDg to Matthew llrllj.'^-^ and to Mark 9:11^
(cf. Matthew 17:12), he stated: "It would be hard to put
into clearer language the idea that John the Baptist was a
Lewis, pp. cit., p. 169. The use of this passage,
and other passages of'~Bcripture, is particularly interesting
since several pages before, Lewis stated: Direct reference
to reincarnation is omitted from the Bible since it was an
"alraost universal religious belief" (pp. li|.2-ll;3). Also,
he stated: "I frankly admit that the present-day Christian
doctrines as taught in the average Christian church do not
permit an acceptance of the doctrine of reincarnation. But
these doctrines are not the original doctrines of Jesus the
Christ" (p. 163; underscoring his ) ,
k3�
"And if ye will receive it, this is Elias, which
was for to come."
And they asked him, saying. Why say the scribes
that Elias must first come?"
2i+
re-incarnation of Elijah. "^^
Since the theory of karma is such a vital element
in the theory of reincarnation, Weatherhead ( et al. ) referred
to karma as being verified in John 9:2.^^ "We must not
stay with the answer.... If it were contemplated that a
man born blind was being punished ... the sin committed
must have been done in an earlier life...."^'^
These three passages essentially comprise the en
tire scope of reference to the Bible for proof of reincar
nation. There are a few other scattered references which
Weatherhead, og. cit. , p. 3. With no fear of
being a contradiction, h� continued on to note the conver
sation between Jesus and His disciples in Matthew l6:13 ff .
(cf. Luke 9:l8 ff.) wherein the disciples replied that some
people thought that Jesus was John the Baptist, some thoiaght
He was Elijah, and some thought He was Jeremiah or one of
the prophets; after noting that such conversation "obvious
ly" proved the idea of reincarnation to be a common one,
he noted: "And -tiiough the argument from silence is uncon
vincing, it is noteworthy that Christ did not rebuke them
for talking nonsense, or condemn the idea" (pp. ^-k) �
Even though Cooper is a "Christian" bishop, his book ( op.
cit-s ) almost ignores Scripture completely; out of over one
hundred pages, less than two pages deal explicitly with
Scripture. Cooper stated: "One day ...�if we my trust
the story of the Gospels� the Christian Master asked His
disciples a question of ... far-reaching importance.,..
'VJhom say the people that I am?'" By footnote on that
same page (p, ix). Cooper identified the passages as Matthew
16:13-15., Mark 8:27-28, and Luke 9:18-19.
Il6
"And his disciples asked ,.. who did sin, this
man, or his parents, that he was born blind?"
Weatherhead, pp. pit., p.
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research disclosed, but they add very little as "proof, "^^
Por instance. Walker referred to Proverbs 8:22-
31 and Jeremiah 1:5 as "proof" that the Bible teaches pre-
existence (o�, cit,, p, 19i}-); and to Revelation 3:12 ( Him
that overcometh ,,, shall go no more out,,.,") as the
"aspirations of an oriental believer in reincarnation" (op.
cit,, p, 198), Also of note, Lewis referred to Job 33:27-
30 (noting other parallel passages), with the following
interpretation: v, 27 affirms repentance and redemption;
V. 28 affirms that the repentent sinner is saved from the
pit; V. 29 affirms re-birth (with the words, "Lo, all these
things worketh God often-times vilth man"); and v. 30 ampli
fies V, 29 (p2, pit,, pp. I6if-165).
CHAPTER III
AN ANSWER
It should be apparent to the reader at this point
that this writer cannot easily approach "reincarnation"
from a totally objective point of view, having once been a
proponent of the theory. It was recognized, however, that
the preceding two chapters needed to be objective and fair.
If the presentation fell short of being such, it is requested
that the reader have sympathetic understanding.
There has been care taken to point out that this is
not so much the reply to the theory of reincarnation as it
is a reply. Por this writer, even though the theory had
been supported (and taught to others through random con
versations) for several years, the study reported herein
culminated in a strong conviction that under no circum
stances does the theory of reincarnation come into practical
operation. Since the previous chapter dealt with alleged
proof in three areas, this chapter concerns a reply in each
such area (plus some additional data).
Appeal to Reason
"Perhaps the most ancient function of religion is
assuring man that he will live past death�and live in phy
sical fact as well as in spirit. "^*^ Such is the comment so
^'^"Eschatology : Preeze-Wait-Reanimate, " Time, 88:93,
September 30, 1966. The current "fad" on freezing the body
immediately before or at death to, await future scientific dis
coveries which will perpetuate life appears to express disbe-
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prevalent among proponents of non-Christian concepts (and,
very regretfully, even among some who speak and write under
the Christian name). Such an attitude implicitly, and often
explicitly, denies God's ability to communicate to man and
places the full burden upon man to reason out all concepts
by himself. In refuting the orthodox Christian view of life
and death. Cooper stated: "One life only on earth is purpose
less in millions of cases," concluding that "all logical
reasoning is in favor of the pre-existence of the soul, with
the associated idea of reincarnation,"^^
Another religionist, Martin D'Arcy of the Church of
Rome, in a defense of the theory of purgatory (which in
principle is related to reincarnation) stated: "Men do not
really believe that death ends all things; they are much
more inclined to imagine a final scene in which all will
end well," but all evidence concludes that this world leaves
people "not merely unfinished, they are partly botched, and
ii5l
not so much by adversity as by their own fault. He then
added that, "with a realist logic," the task was assigned
by the Church to purgatory to finishing the development
lief in either reincarnation or in the orthodox Christian
position; Christian Century apparently has been among the
leading proponents, judging by the number and type of art
icles printed to-date.
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Cooper, _o�. cit, , p, 67.
^"Slartin C, D'Arcy, Death and Life (London: Longmans,
Green and Co,, 1914.2), p. 1414..
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according to "divine justice."
As noted by the above, and the related section of
the previous chapter, the emphasis within the non-evangelical
Christian position is that it is logical and reasonable that
man is his own master over his own future destiny. When all
other arguments fail, proponents of reincarnation resort to
53
dismissing the Christian view as absurd .-^"^
Another appeal to reason concerns man's seemingly
inherent desire to become equal with God; this may be the
reason for Satan's fall from God's presence and it was
part of the temptation to which man's first parents yield-
ed *
It was affirmed in the previous chapter that reason
could not be considered "proof"�by the same token, refu
tation of the theory cannot be solely on reason. But since
reason appears to be a major element for proponents of rein-
^"^Ibid,, p, li+5.
Note dociimentation in the previous chapter.
51i.
Genesis 3:5j "For God doth know in the day ye
eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall
be as gods, knowing good and evil." Also cf , : August Marion
Pulk, Reincarnation (Boston: The Christopher Publishing
House, 19Il-0j, proposed that "God himself . may be the result
of evolution" (p. 292) with the aid of "particles of ^radi
ation from his c orpus which he has allowed to escape"
through the process of recurrence (pp. I6-I8). Fulk added:
"Therefore let us discard at once the kind hearted but
ferocious God of tradition v;ith all of his trappings, the
throne, his abode of angels and his brimstone hell. We seem
to have located God everywhere and despairingly described
Him as an unseen reality which we may be seeing all about
us and of which we ourselves are part" (p. 292).
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carnation, it is noted herein to acquaint the reader of
its prominent usuage.
This writer would "turn the argument back" and
propose that it is just as reasonable to accept the ortho
dox evangelical Christian view, affirming that it is not
absolutely necessary to fully understand all mysteries
( even though it does help the human ego to think that man
can pronounce upon what God can or cannot do!).
The psalmist proclaimed, "our God is in the heavens:
he hath done whatsoever he hath pleased, �^'^ and it might be
added that He does it without being concerned whether man
thinks He is right or not I To Mary's initial doubt as to
how she could conceive Jesus while yet a virgin, the angel
of God replied, "Por with God nothing shall be impossible,
"-^
With such references, all arguments which support
reincarnation (or any other non-Christian theory, including
purgatory) on the primary basis of logic and reason are
dismissed as worthless; it is equally as logical and reason
able that God might choose methods or concepts which are
diametrical to human perspectives.
Memory of Previous Lives
It is of interest to note that even though proponents
list examples as "proof," elsewhere they will often admit
Psalja 115:3
'Luke 1:37.
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that there is no proof for reincarnation.
Perhaps the most recent, most popular, and probably
the most docxamented alleged example of reincarnation to be
proven by memory concerns Mrs, Ruth Simmons, alias Bridey
Murphy. But, even in that case, the validity of the "proof"
must be questioned; it was reported
that Ruth came of part Irish ancestry. V/hat
stories did she hear, far back in her girlhood,
as she listened to someone talking of the old
country? Wn&t had she read or otherwise ab
sorbed that could have been woven into the tale
of Bridey? ... It also is possible that this
young woman could have gained her knowledge
through telepathy or clairvoyance, two forms
of which we call extrasensory perception (ESP).
Science has shown by careful experiment that
ESP, or the acquisition of knowledge beyond
the reach of the senses, is a normal capacity
of human beings,,., [^Also^ for a careful study
of so important a matter as reincarnation, it
would be necessary to know what went on in the
conversations that took place with the girl
awake, betweenj^gessions, as well as when
hypnotized, , , .5^
In the opinion of this writer, no case study yet
presented "proves" the validity of the theory of reincar
nation. It must be conceded, however, that Weatherhead
was correct to the extent that he called them "strange
pieces of evidence,
"^^ but the cumulative effect merely
affirms that there is much of G-od's mysteries that He has
^"^Cf. Weatherhead, pp. pit., "The answer must be
that there is no proof" (p. 9).
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Head and Cranston, pp. cit . , p. 301.
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Weatherhead, pp. cit, , p, 9-
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not yet chosen to reveal. Based upon a long-standing inter
est in it, this writer prefers to believe that at least part
of the explanation for these "strange pieces of evidence"
very likely lies vrithin the area of extrasensory perception.
The Church Fathers
Although no reference was made to the Church Fathers
in the preceding chapter, it must be recognized that rein
carnation proponents do quote them as "authority," Since
they are often quoted out of context, the discussion (as
well as the refutation) of validity of such "proof" is within
this chapter,
Manas referred to Augustine as a proponent of rein
carnation, quoting: "Did I not live in another body, or
61
somewhere else, before entering my mother's womb?" But
elsewhere Augustine wrote of Origen "and other heretics" as
holding the opinion that souls are "confined in earthly and
62
mortal bodies" because of conduct in previous lives, adding:
For in one way or the other we both admit
that they [^the souls of men3 ai"e God's
handiwork, ,,, This much I have thought
it right to write to your holiness seeing
The study of ESP, although of very great interest,
must of necessity lie outside the scope of this thesis;
perhaps some other person will be encouraged to do deeper
study in such an area for a thesis,
^�Hlanas, op, ci^,, p, 137, referring to Confessions
1:6.
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Schaff, pp, pit., pp. 28If-285; paragraph 5 of
letter CXLIV, from Augustine to Optatus.
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that you are so sure that the transmission
of souls is a doctrine to be rejected.
Had I been writing to maintainers of the
doctrine I might perhaps have shevrn how
ignorant they are of what they fancy they
know and how cautious they should be not
to make rash assertions.o^
One reference quoted Jerome as referring to Origen
as "the greatest teacher of the Church after the apostles. "^^
Apparently all agree that Origen believed in the concept of
transmission of souls. Elsewhere, Jerome wrote quoting from
Origen' s First Principles as "convincing proof that he holds
the transmission of souls and annihilation of bodies," add
ing that any who would wish to read Origen' s book should be
cautioned� "let him know the dangers which he will have to
avoid, "^^ In another letter, even though Jerome stated
that his "object is not to refute heretics," he did refer
to transmission of souls as:
This godless and wicked teaching was formerly
ripe in Egypt and the East; and now it lurks
secretly like a viper in its hole among many
persons in those parts, defiling the purity
of the faith and gradxially creeping on like
an inherited disease till it assails a large
numb er , oo
Then, in yet another letter, Jerome's opinion about Origen
^^Ibid., p. 287; paragraph 10 of letter CXLIV.
Underscoring added herein for emphasis.
%ead and Cranston, pg. cit., p. 35; here, as else
where frequently in the book, no documentation is given for
the source of the quotation.
^^Schaff, pp. pit., p. 214^; paragraphs 15-16 of
letter CXXIV, fromJerome to Avitus.
^^bid. , p. 270; letter CXXX, from Jerome to the
virgin Demetrias.
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is revealed in a most plain manner:
It is charged against me that I have some
times praised Origen. If I am not mistaken
I have only done so in two places.... In
these passages do the dogmas of the church
come into question? ... I have praised
the commentator but not the theologian, the
man of intellect but not the believer, the
philosopher but not the apostle. But if
men wish to know my real judgment upon
Origen ... I have always opposed his doctrines
In reference to Justin Martyr, an anthology quoted
the follox^ng:
Justin Martyr expressly speaks of the soul
inhabiting more than once the himan body.,..
Afterwards, he says, souls who have become
unworthy to see G-od in human guise, are joined
to the bodies of wild beasts. Thus he openly, �
defends the grosser concept of metempsychosis.^^
This, however, is quite different from what Justin
Martyr actually concludes. At one point in Justin Martyr's
"Dialogue with Trypho, a Jew," ^ he does explicitly state
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Schaff, pp. pit,, p, 176; paragraph 2 of letter
LXXXEV, from Jerome to Pammachius and Oceanus,
^%[ead and Granston, pp, cit, , p, 35� This instance
illustrates an interesting characteristic found among many
writers defending the theory of reincarnation; the passage
stated it was from E, D. Walker (pp, pit,), but did not
document either the page reference in Walker nor the speci
fic reference in Justin Martyr. This failure to document
appears to be widespread among proponents of reincarnation.
A search in Walker (pp. cit, ) disclosed the data on page
210; Walker, however, also failed to document the specific
reference to Justin Martyr's works,
69Prom a search in Justin Martyr's writings, it is
assumed that reference was made to this particular dialogue:
Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson (eds.). The Ante-
Nicene Pathers (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1925),
I, pp. 19in^
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that souls which are found to be unworthy to behold God
are "imprisoned in the bodies of certain wild beasts" as
punishment. But it must be noted that this document is a
dialogue which does not arrive at a decisive statement
until the end�he concluded that since souls could derive
no benefit by being transmitted to beasts it followed that
such a concept could not be true.'''*^
Revelation from God
In the preceding chapter the sections were arranged
according to the apparent order of importance as revealed
in the writings of reincarnation proponents; i,e,, with
appeal to reason and alleged proof cases being most import
ant and Scripture being relatively unimportant. In this
chapter the same sequence is followed (with the addition of
a section on the Chiarch Fathers), but the relative import
ance between sections is reversed; i,e,, appeal to reason
is considered to be the least important and Scripture is
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considered the most important,'-^
"^^Ibid. , pp. 196-197; chapter IV of the Dialogue,
'''"'"It is understandable that non-Christians would
treat Scripture very loosely when dealing with it; e.g.,
Manas (op, cit.), when referring to passages which mention
"hell" TsucH~as Matthew 8:12, Luke 16:23, and Mark 9:1;3),
stated that "Jesus the Christ spoke to the people only in.
parables," meaning that all Jesus said must be interpreted
as parable, concluding: "Unfortunately, however, many
churches, theologians, priests and educated people today
still stick to the literal meaning ,,. in spite of the
warning of St. Paul that the letter kills...." (pp. 92-914-).
In a day when so many in Christendom have relegated Scrip-
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As shown in the preceding chapter, it appeared that
all references that proponents made to Scripture could be
classified into three areas: (l) Alleged proof of the theory
of re-birth, (2) alleged proof of the operation of karma,
and (3) alleged proof that Elijah was reincarnated in the
first cent\iry A.D.
Alleged Proof of Theory of Re-birth. Proponents
of reincarnation, being so enamored with the words "bom
72again,"' quickly see "proof" for the theory of re-birth
in John 3:3-8. It must be admitted that Jesus does teach
that one birth is not enoup:h to enable a person to enter
into the kingdom, but He proclaims that the second birth
which is required is of a special nature. Not only did
Nicodemus find Jesus difficult to understand, but unre-
ture to a mythological and unimportant place as authority
(and certain trends are creeping even into so-called evan
gelical "camps"), it is time for the born-again Christians
to proclaim the authority of Scripture with bold assurance!
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It must quickly be admitted that evangelical Christ
ians are also enamored with the words "born again," but in
light of other Scripture, the words carry an entirely differ
ent connotation; e.g., "But as many as received him, to them
gave he power to become the sons of God, even to them that
believe _on his name : which were born, not of blood, nor of
the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God"
(John 1:12-13; underscoring added for emphasis); and "Seeing
ye have purified yo-ur souls in obeying the truth through the
Spirit ... being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of
incorruptible, by the word of God, which liveth and abideth
for ever" (I Peter 1:22-23).
73 "Nicodemus saith unto him. How can a man be born
when he is old?" (John 3:1}-). Again, "Nicodemus answered
and said unto him. How can these things be?" ( John 3:9).
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generated persons today (which sorrowfully includes many
who sincerely believe they are within Christendom) also
fail to understand Him.
Jesus, rather than referring to a second physical
birth, meant that this second birth is spiritual: Jesus
said, "That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that
which is born of the Spirit is spirit. ... thou ... canst
not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so is
every one that is born of the Spirit."'''^ To strengthen the
fact that Jesus is speaking of a different type of birth,
rather than a second physical birth. He used the Greek word
anothen which carries the connotation of "from above,"
This conversation between Jesus and Nicodemus sets
forth four important lessons (for both the Christian and
the non-Christian): (1) Prejudice can cause one to misunder
stand even the plainest of doctrines, (2) explanation can
clear up even those ideas which are apparently absurd or
incomprehensible, (3) those who are important and educated
can also be most ignorant about the plainest things in
religion, and a doctrine is not to be rejected merely
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because an important man cannot understand it.
"^^John 3:6,8,
"^^Albert Barnes, Notes on the New Testament : Luke
and John, ed, Robert Frew (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House,
1^9771?. 201,
"^^bid, , p. 202.
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Alleged Proof of Karma. , In Weatherhead 's treatment
of John 9:2-3, it is noteworthy that he wrote: "We must not
ste.Y with the answer . but we must note the currency of the
idea of re-incarnation."'^'^ But one wonders: how can any
Christian ever place more emphasis upon the questions asked
of Jesus than upon His replies? Even if it is conceded that
the first century Jew believed in reincarnation and karma,
the appeal to Scripture is to determine the primitive Christ'
ian view; if confirmation of the popular Jewish view is
desired, the appeal for proof would more likely be to non-
Biblical literatTire of the time.
Therefore this writer takes an approach diametrical
to Weatherhead � s approach, believing that attention must be
directed to the reply Jesus made--Jesus very plainly said
that blindness in this case was to glorify God and not to
punish for past sins.*^^ This, however, admittedly is not a
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Weatherhead, pg. cit. , p. Ij.; underscoring added
here for emphasis. But the question, "l-Jho did sin?", not
only implies the possibility of the operation of karma and
reincarnation, but could imply (a) punishment in advance
for sins God knew he would commit, or (b) punishment for
sin in a strictly spiritual condition resulting from pre-
existence (in a disembodied state), or (c) punishment for
sinful emotions while yet in the mother's womb; see Harvey
J. S, Blaney, "John," The Wesleyan Bible Commentary (Grand
Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 19614-), IV,
p. w.
"Jesus answered. Neither hath this man sinned,
nor his parents: but that the works of God should be made
manifest in him" (John 9:3). Underscoring added here for
emphasis.
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satisfactory answer for most people, but Jesus did not
choose to elaborate beyond tua.-.i.tjg oue disciples that they
had asked the wrong question. What can be affirmed, how
ever, is that this passage teaches four lessons: (l) Those
with deformity are to oo p; ed and not despised, (2) sin
is not the cause of every case o.. "f^ping, (3) God's
wise plan includes mercies for the woe^ of man, and (ij.) all
who are afflicted with illness or defomity must be submis
sive to God.^^
Alleged Proof through Example. The alleged Biblical
example of a person being reincarnated concerns Elijah:
since this is the only supposed example in Scripture found
to be used by proponents of reincarnation, it is an import
ant case to study.
First, research disclosed that some refer to Matthew
l6:13-ll|. or related passages to link Elijah and Jesus to-
gether as a possibility. That passage records Jesus
questioning His disciples concerning the public opinion of
His identity, and the disciples reported that some claim
that Jesus is John the Baptist, some claim He is Elijah, and
some claim He is Jeremiah or one of the other .prophets. As
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Blaney, og. cit., p. I4.I7.
Barnes, o�. cit., pp. 277-278.
81
Of. Cooper., pp. cit. . pp. ix-x, and Weatherhead,
op. cit., pp. 3-1+-.
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mentioned in the preceding discussion concerning John 9:2-3,
reincarnationists become so involved with the comments of
others (i.e., the opinions of the public in this case) that
they overlook Jesus' opinion. Reverend Cooper concedes,
"It may be rightly objected, however, that Jesus Himself
did not confirm any of the rumors; on the contrary. He
apparently approved of the statement that He was the Son
of God, "^2
Not only can it be affirmed that Jesus did not con
firm the rumors of the public, but for at least one of these
rumors to be even considered (i,e,, the rumor that Jesus
might be John the Baptist) is allusion to some concept
totally contradictory to the Judaic -Christian revelation
concerning the individuality of man; if such a rumor could
have been true, it would have necessitated some concept of
multiple souls within persons since Jesus and John lived
contemporary to each other.
Second, research disclosed that many refer to the
possibility that John the Baptist was the reincarnated spirit
Cooper, _o�, cit,, p, x. Underscoring added here
for emphasis. Of course, the Christian who is familiar
with his Bible at once remembers that when Peter makes the
great confession, "Thou art the Christ, the Son of the
living God" (Matthew I6:l6), Jesus definitely (not appar
ently) affirms Peter's confession with: "Blessed art thou,
Simon Bar-jona: for flesh and blood hath not revealed it
�unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven" (Matthew 16:
17).
1+0
of Elijah. The discixssion of Elijah and John the Baptist
has involved many competent scholars over the years, but
"With many questions still unresolved; a deep study in this
area could in itself be the project for a thesis, and must
of necessity lie beyond the scope of this thesis (even though
this writer is under compulsion to make certain observa
tions
Malachi made the prediction of Elijah's return: The
Lord said, "Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet be
fore the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord."�^
But whether this prophecy concerns the time of the Lord's
first advent, or of His second advent, or both, there is no
unity of opinion. Pusey noted that the archangel Gabriel
interpreted Malachi 's prophecy "to include" the sending of
John the Baptist, noting that Gabriel described John's mission
86"in the characteristic words of Malachi." Others have
maintained that Malachi 's prophecy pertains to Elijah as one
Reference would include almost every writing that
even starts to discuss this problem of reincarnation. The
Scripture reference is to Matthew 17:11-13 and related pass
ages, and to parallel passages.
^^Por instance, J. Dwight Pentecost, Things To Come:
A Study in Biblical Eschatology (Pindlay, Ohio: Dunham Pub-
Tishing ^mpany, 1958 J, discussed in some detail three poss
ibilities of interpretation about Elijah's coming again (pp.
309-313).
^^Malachi ij.:5.
ftA
��E. B. Pusey, The Minor Prophets : A Commentary
(Grand Rapids: Baker BooFTlouse, 17)50 J, volT II, p. 14-99;
a�i Luke 1:17.
ii-l
of the "two witnesses" in Revelation, In either event,
the error of the Jews consisted, not in
their rooted belief ... that Elijah should
come before the great and terrible Day of
the Lord, but in their denial that He
should have any forerunner of His Coming
in His great humility. They erred, not in
what they believed, but in what they disbelieved . ��
Although it is quickly admitted that insufficient
research time has been available to refute all scholars who
maintain that John the Baptist is_ the reincarnation of
Elijah, this writer cannot accept such a position for the
following three reasons,
ftg
First, the scene of Matthew 17:11-13 ^ took place
immediately after the Transfiguration. Since the death of
'"And I will give power unto my two witnesses..,,"
(Revelation 11:3). Pusey (og. cit,), commenting further on
Malachi i;:^? referred to Matthew 17:11 stating that Jesus
implies a coming of Elijah other than in the work of John
the Baptist "since he was already martyred, and all things
were not yet restored . This must also be the fullest ful
fillment. ... Before our Lord's coming all things looked
on to His first coming, and, since that Coming, all looks
on to the Second, which is the completion of the first and
of all things in time" (p. i+99). Barnes, Notes on the New
Testament : Revelation, stated, however, that "The word 'two'
evidently denotes that the number would be smallj and yet it
is not necessary to confine it literally to two persons....
The law of Moses required that there should be two
witnesses on a trial, and this, under the law, was deemed
a c ompetent number. ... The essential meaning of this
passage then is, that there would be a competent number of
witnesses.,,," (pp. 273-27i;).
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Pusey, p�. cit. , p, i].99.
89,,And Jesus answered .,, Elias is come already, and
they knew him not.... Then the disciples understood that
he spake ,,, of John the Baptist" (also cf, Mark 9:11-13).
k2
Jobn the Baptist*^^ is reported to be before the Transfig
uration, a question is raised: If the spirit of Elijah had
been reincarnated in the person of John the Baptist, and
since the event was subsequent to John's death, why did
Elijah appear instead of John (who would have been the most
recent embodiment of the spirit)? Research not only failed
to reveal any attempt to answer this question, but it also
failed to reveal anyone who has yet raised this same question.
Second, Scriptin^e reports that during John's initial
ministry people questioned his identity. To the direct
question, "Are you Elijah?", John the Baptist twice denied
such direct identification. Even though John denied
direct identification as Elijah, he affirmed that he was to
92
serve Elijah's reported function.
Of course, it must readily be admitted that most pro
ponents of reincarnation would say that it is very likely
that a person could be honestly mistaken in denyitig to be a
93
reincarnated spirit. Such an explanation cannot be accepted
^^Gf. Matthew li;:10,
^�^"And they asked him..,. Art thou Elias? And he
saith, I am not. Art thou that prophet? And he answered.
No" (John 1:21),
92 "He said , I am the voic e of one crying , , , make
straight the way of the Lord,,.." (John 1:23). Cf, Barnes,
NNT: Luke and John, p, I83.
93�^The majority of reincarnationists, especially those
who make appeal to memory of past lives as proof", state
that the reason that such memory of past lives is not a uni-
1+3
in this case, however, because of another fact about John,
Luke records the account of the angel of the Lord telling
Zechariah that he and Elizabeth were to have a son, and
they were instructed to name him "John." The angel, in
telling about John, reported that he would be filled with
the Holy Spirit�beginning even while yet in Elizabeth's
womb,*^^ With such special Divine guidance, as Scripture
states both implicitly and explicitly, this writer cannot
accept any theorization that John was mistaken in his denial
of being the actual Elijah returned.
Third, Matthew records Jesus instructing the crowds
about John during the time of John's final imprisonment,
Jesus stated that John was a prophet, and yet more than a
prophet�he was Elijah if they would accept such a fact,*^^
Surely it is most plain that if reincarnation is a valid
principle, then the fact of a specific spirit being reincar
nated in a specific body is true (or false) irrespective of
popular opinion, Jesus' use of "if ye will receive it" can
serve no other purpose, sxirely, than to point people to a
versal experience is that "normally" the presence of the
spirit in a body automatically cuts off memory of the past
until physical life is again cut off; then, in a "spirit
world," these memories are pulled together for instructional
purposes,
"^^Luke 1:13,15.
^^"Por this is he,,,. Among them that are born of
women there hath not risen a greater than John the Baptist,,,,
And if ye will receive it, this is Elias.... He that hath
ears to hear, let him hear" (Matthew 11:10-15).
different concept; the Jews were expecting a literal Elijah
instead of Elijah in a figurative sense, and Jesus was
96
trying to correct them. John Wesley stated that verse l5
is "a kind of proverbial expression, requiring the deepest
97
attention to what is spoken," thereby alerting all persons
that this discourse of His could not be understood by a
mere casual hearing or reading.
The interpretation of John the Baptist being Elijah
in a figurative sense only is strengthened by the angel's
testimony to Zachariah: "And he shall go before him in the
spirit and power of Elias,.,, "^^ John Wesley noted that this
meant that John the Baptist would go before Christ "with the
same integrity, courage, austerity, and fervour; and the
same power of God attending his word"*^^ as would be true
for Elijah.
Wright, who also maintained that John the Baptist
was not a reincarnation of Elijah, made an interesting con
cession (to which this writer would agree):
But even if John the Baptist was actually
Elijah in person, we are dealing with some-
^^arnes, Notes on the New Testament : Matthew and
Mark, p. 120.
^'''john Wesley, Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testa
ment (London: The Epworth Press, 1950), p, 59; referring to
""He"that hath ears to hear, let him hear,"
"^^Luke 1:17.
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Wesley, op. ext., p, 201,
thing abnormal, since Elijah did not die
like ordinary men. V/e should thus have an
argument against reincarnation rather than
in its favour; for the only example of
reincarnation in Scripture would be that
of a man who did not pass through the
ordinary channel of death. ^00
Concluding Comments
Although the appeal to human reason is strong and
difficult to combat, and although alleged case histories
seem to be convincing, this writer affirms that Scripture
(i.e., the "touch stone" of authority for all born-again
Christians) thoroughly contradicts the concept of reincar
nation. In a well documented article, Walter Martin stated
that reincarnation is contrary to four Bible doctrines: (l)
The personality of God, (2) the atonement of Christ, (3) the
101
physical resurrection, and (Ij.) divine retribution.
I'lartin stated that the Unity School of Christianity
teaches reincarnation and over one million Americans receive
102
their materials. This research disclosed a vast amount
of material supporting the theory of reincarnation (pointing
to its popularity?), but a great shortage of material re
futing it. Perhaps Douglas Dewar was correct when he sug
gested that Christians probably do not often try to refute
�^^^right, pp. pit., pp. 83-8I4..
�"�^�H^alter R. Martin, "Reincarnation: The Gospel of
the Second Chance," Eternity, 7:20-21, I4.O-I4.2, July, 1956.
102^bid., pp. 20-21.
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reincarnation because they "regard the theory as fantastic"
and inconsistent with the Christian doctrine of the resujr-
rection of the body.
Research failed to disclose a single proponent of
reincarnation who had considered the Scriptural pronounce
ment: "And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but
after this the judgment , ""^^^ One time (and one time only)
about three years ago, this writer, while still believing
in reincarnation, experienced a person who quoted this
passage in rebuttal; at the time it was stated that perhaps
it applied to the soul (meaning that the soul would perhaps
die once after having experienced many physical deaths
through many bodies). But that opinion is contrary to the
context of this passage. Each person has one (and only one)
appointment to keep with physical death� this passage, in
itself, denies the validity of reincarnation.
All proponents of reincarnation are very plain in
teaching that man is improved (i.e., evolved to "higher"
levels) through his own efforts and works. But this too is
in contradiction to the greater context of Scripture, which
proclaims that everlasting life is a gift to all who believe
105
on the name of Jesus,
�^^�^Wright, pp, pit,, pp, 98-99.
�^^^ebrews 9:2?.
io5Cf, John 10:28; Jesus said, "And I give unto them
1+7
liHiile reincarnationists teach that no person should
postpone good works because of future lives wherein there
might be a chance to redeem oneself, nevertheless the con
cept allows for such a philosophy. This too is counter to
the Scriptural imperative: "Behold, now is the accepted
time; behold, now is the day of salvation. ""^^^
eternal life; and they shall never perish...."; and Romans
6:23, "For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God
is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.
'^'^^11 Corinthians 6:2b.
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Due to the reason for this thesis (see Preface, et
passim, herein), the research was perhaps more extensive
"tEan ordinarily necessary. This resulted in an extensive
bibliography. To guide any future study in this area, the
relative value of the materials has been coded above; the
final double asterisk (-xsO denotes that such material was
52
found to be of most value (in whole or in part), the final
single asterisk .(-�-) denotes that such material was found of
lesser value, and the absence of an asterisk denotes that
the material contains some good background material but is
of less value in comparison to other materials available.
